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The Constitution of India - Features Borrowed 
From Other Countries 
 

The Constitution of India is known as the World's longest Constitution however did you know that the 

majority of the Features of the Indian constitution were taken from the Constitution of several Nations?  

Subsequent to getting autonomy from the Unified Realm India has required a Constitution to officially 

run the nation. As India was a nation governed by various Realms and from that point onward, it was 

ruled by the British about right around 200 years; India was no democracy before it gets freedom from 

the British standard. It takes practically 2 years 11 months and 18 days to shape the constitution, 

however when the Constitution was framed, a ton of significant features was taken from various nations 

that suites the multicultural and multi-religious society of India.  

In any Serious Test, The constitution of India is one of the most significant subjects, and this segment 

(The Features of the Indian Constitution that was taken from different nations) is the significant one 

 

1. The Features Taken From the USA (United States of 

America): 

i) Preamble (প্রস্তাবনা) 

ii) Independence of Judiciary (ববচার ববভাগের স্বাধীনতা) 

iii) Fundamental Rights (জনেগের ম ৌবিক অবধকার)  

iv) Removal of Judges of Supreme Court (সুবপ্র  মকাগটের ববচারকগের অপসারে) 

v) President as Executive Head (রাষ্ট্রপবতই হগিন কার্ েবনব োহী প্রধান)  

vi) Vice President as Ex-officio Chairman of Upper House (রাজযসভার কার্ েবনব োহী সভাপবত হগিন উপ-

রাষ্ট্রপবত)  
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2. The Features Taken From the UK (United Kingdom): 

i) Parliamentary System (সংসেীয় বযবস্থা) 

ii) Rule of Law (আইগনর ভূব কা) 

iii) Law-making Procedure (আইন প্রেয়ন পদ্ধবত)  

iv) Single Citizenship (একক নােবরকত্ব) 

v) Bi-Cameralism (বিদ্বিতবাে) 

vi) Count of Record (মরকগডের েেনা)  

 

3. Canada: 

i) Federal System with Strong Centre (শক্তিশািী মকন্দ্র সহ র্ুিরাজযীয় বযবস্থা) 

ii) Division of powers and vesting of residuary powers with the center (ক্ষ তা ববভাজন ও মকগন্দ্রর সাগে 

অববশষ্ট ক্ষ তা নযস্ত করা)  

iii) Appointment of the state Governors by the center (মকগন্দ্রর িারা রাগজযর েভন ের বনগয়াে)  

iv) Advisory Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court (সুবপ্র  মকাগটের উপগেষ্টা এখবতয়ার) 

v) Election Commission (বনব োচন কব শন) 

 

4. Republic of Ireland: 

i) Directive Principles of State Policy (বনগেেবশকা  ূিক রাজযনীবত)  

ii) Election of President (রাষ্ট্রপবতর বনব োচন)  

iii) The Nomination of the member of Upper House (রাজযসভার সেগসযর  গনানয়ন) 
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5. Weimar Constitution of Germany: 

i) Emergency Provision (জরুরী ববধান) 

 

6. Australia: 

i) Concurrent List (স কািীন তাবিকা) 

ii) Federal Judiciary System (র্ুিরাষ্ট্রীয় শাসন বযবস্থা) 

 

 

7. Union of South Africa: 

i) Amendment of the Constitution (সংববধান সংগশাধন) 

ii) Election of members of Rajyasabha (রাজযসভার সেসযগের বনব োচন) 

 

8. France: 

i) Republican System (েেতাবিক বযবস্থা)  

ii) Ideas of liberty, equality, and fraternity (স্বাধীনতা, সা যতা এবং ভ্রাতৃগত্বর ধারো) 

 

9. USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (Now Russia): 

i) Fundamental Duties (ম ৌবিক োবয়ত্ব)  

ii) Ideas of justice included in the Preamble (প্রস্তাবনার অন্তভূেি নযাগয়র ধারনাগুবি)  
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Also, a few features were taken from the Government of 

India Act-1935, The Features are: 

 

i) Federal Scheme (মেডারাি বি ) 

ii) Office of the Governor (রাজযপাগির েপ্তর)  

iii) Powers of Federal Judiciary (মকন্দ্রীয় ববচার ববভাগের ক্ষ তা)  

 

 

That's why the constitution of India is called the Mixed Constitution. 

 

 

Frequent Asked Questions (Most important for competitive exams) -  

 

1. The preamble of the Indian constitution was taken from which country? 

Ans. the preamble was taken from the constitution of the USA. 

 

2. Single Citizenship of the Constitution of India was taken from which country? 

Ans. Single Citizenship of the Indian Constitution was taken from the United Kingdom 

 

3. Fundamental Rights of the Indian constitution was borrowed from which country? 

Ans. the feature Fundamental Rights were taken from the USA. 

 

4. The feature 'Federal System with Strong Centre' was derived from which Constitution? 

Ans. it was taken from The Constitution of Canada. 
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5. The feature Election Commission was taken from which country? 

Ans. Election Commission was taken from the Constitution of Canada. 

 

6. Emergency Provision was borrowed from which Constitution? 

Ans. Emergency Provision was taken from the Weimer Constitution of Germany. 

 

7. Federal Judiciary System was taken from which country? 

Ans. Republic of Ireland 

 

8. Election of President was derived from which constitution? 

Ans. it was taken from the constitution of the Republic of Ireland. 

 

9. The Republican System was taken from which Constitution? 

Ans. the Republican System was taken from the Constitution of France. 

 

10. Fundamental Duties were borrowed from which country? 

Ans. Fundamental Duties was taken from USSR (Now Russia) 
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